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AN UNCOUNTABLE COLLECTION OF

CHAINABLE CONTINUA

BY

DAVID P. BELLAMY(')

Abstract. We demonstrate the existence of an uncountable collection of chainable

continua, no member of which can be mapped onto any other member. Path

connectedness considerations and techniques involving compactifications play an

important role in the construction and argument.

1. Introduction. In [8], J. W. Rogers, Jr., raises the question: "Does there

exist an uncountable collection of chainable continua, no member of which can

be mapped onto any other member?" It is the purpose of this paper to provide

an affirmative answer to this question. In [9], Z. Waraszkiewicz has exhibited an

uncountable family of plane continua no member of which can be mapped onto

any other. Since by Theorem 4 of [4], chainable continua are planar, the construc-

tion herein provides another solution to Waraszkiewicz's problem.

We also obtain as a corollary the known result [5], [7] that there exists an un-

countable collection of circularly chainable continua, no member of which can be

mapped onto any other. I am indebted to the referee for indirectly pointing this

out to me. Unlike those in [5], [7] the continua here are planar.

The procedure is as follows. First we describe a countable collection of chainable

continua with the desired property; then we use this countable collection to con-

struct our uncountable collection. First we need some terminology and preliminary

results.

2. Preliminaries.

Definition 2.1. A Hausdorff compactification 5 of a half-open interval (a, b]

is called apseudocone. Let /': (a, b] —> S be the injection map. i(b) is the vertex of 5,

and the remainder S—i(a, b] is called the base of 5. If a space A'is homeomorphic

to the base of 5, 5 is a pseudocone over X [3].

Lemma 2.2. If X is a metric continuum, there exists a pseudocone over X.

References. (A proof of this result can be found in [2] or [3]. It is also a special

case of a theorem in [1].)

Definition 2.3. LetA = [-\, 0) u (0,i]; and let ^( —) = [—|,0); A( + ) = (0,^\.

Then A is just the disjoint union of two half-open intervals, A( + ) and A(-). In
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keeping with the previous definition, a compactification S of A, with injection map

i: A -> S, will be called a pseudosuspension of its remainder S— i(A) provided that

every point of S-i(A) is a limit point of both i (Ai — )) and i(Ai + )). S—iiA) is

called the equator of S; and z'(^) and f(~i) are the wpper and /ewer vertices, respec-

tively, of S.

Lemma 2.4. There exists a pseudosuspension of any metric continuum and any

such pseudosuspension is metrizable.

Proof. To obtain a pseudosuspension of X, start with the disjoint union of two

pseudocones over X and identify corresponding points in the bases.

Suppose S=A u X is a pseudosuspension of X. Here, for simplicity, we take

A and X to be subsets of S. Let/: A"—»- C be an embedding, where C is again the

Hubert cube. Let g: S-> C be a continuous map extending/ This exists since C

is an absolute retract. Define h: Sh-Cx[-^|] by

/z(x) = (g(x), x)   for x e ^,

= (g(x), 0)    for x e X.

Then /z is an embedding of S into a metric space.

The next result is stated without proof. It follows from standard techniques

used with such spaces as the usual topologist's sin 1/x curve.

Lemma 2.5. The set of path components of a pseudosuspension of a nondegenerate

space X consists of the collection of path components of X together with the two sets

i(A( + )) and i(A(-)).

Notation. If S is a metric space and x e S, let V(x, e) = {y : d(x, y) <e}.

The next result is perhaps obvious. It is included because the traditional way of

considering continua has been in the context of some underlying embedding space,

while for our purpose here we are considering them as spaces in their own right

without reference to any larger space containing them (except as may be convenient

for particular constructions). The lemma allows us a certain freedom in the con-

struction of chains later.

Lemma 2.6. A metric continuum X is chainable if and only if, given any metric

space S in which X is embedded and any e > 0, there is an e-chain {1/}?= i of open

subsets of S such that each Ut meets X and A'ç (Jf_ y U¡.

Lemma 2.7. A pseudosuspension S of a chainable continuum X is itself a chainable

continuum ; in fact, its vertices are opposite endpoints.

Indication of proof. The proof of this result is tedious but straightforward. One

first chains X with open subsets of S, then chains appropriate subarcs of A( + )

and A(-), and finally discards enough of each link of the chain on A" to make the

entire cover a chain of S.
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Lemma 2.8. If S and Z are pseudosuspensions of nondegenerate spaces X and Y,

A"£ 5 and Fs Z, and f: S^-Z is continuous and onto, then f(X) = Y.

Proof. Let i: A -> 5 andy: A -*-Z be the injection maps. Then f(i(A)) is dense

in Z. In particular, f(i(A)) C\j(A(+))¥1 0, since j(A( + )) is open in Z. Let

tef(i(A))nj(A( + )). Then either tef(i(A( + ))) or r e/(/(^(-))); by symmetry

we may suppose t ef(i(A( + ))). Then since f(i(A( + ))) is path connected and meets

j(A( + )), a path component of Z, it follows that f(i(A( + )))Sj(A( + )). But since

there is some s ef(i(A)) nj(A( — )), also, it follows that s ef(i(A( — ))) and that

f(i(A(-)))^j(A(-)). Thus, f(i(A))zj(A), so that

f(X)=f(S-i(A))^Z-j(A)^ Y.

To show that/(A")£ Fand complete the proof, suppose y ef(X). If y ej(A( + )),

f~Hj(A( + ))) is an open subset of 5 which contains some point x of A", since

y ef(X). Thus, since x is a limit point of i(A( — )), it follows that

f-1U(A(+))) ni(A(-)) ^ 0.

Then, f(f-1(j(A(+)))rM(A(-)))*0 so that j(A( + )) n/(/(^(-)))# 0, a

contradiction, since f(i(A( — )))^j(A( — )). Similarly we cannot have yej(A( — )).

Therefore, y e Yandf(X) = Fas desired.

3. The countable collection.   First define M0 as follows: Let

B( + ) = {(x,y)eE2 : 0 < x < 1 and y = sin (x'-x)"1},

B(-) = {(x,y)eE2 : -1 < x < 0 and y = sin (x^x)"1}.

[The sole important feature of the x3 —x here is that this is a continuous function

with zeros at — 1, 0, and 1, only.] For i= — I, 0, 1, set

Ci = {(i,y)eE2: -laja 1}.

Then set Af0 = F( + ) u B(-) u \J}m _t Q. It is clear that M0 is a chainable

continuum; it is atriodic and unicoherent and [6, Corollary 1, p. 467] applies,

since it is a union of four topological copies of the usual sin 1/x curve. Now,

proceed resursively : If Mk has been chosen, let Mk + x he any pseudosuspension of

Mk. One always exists by Lemma 2.4. We thus obtain a collection {Mk}k = 0 of

continua. For/t>0, Mk is a pseudosuspension of Mk_x- For each ic#0, let Nk^Mk

be the equator; that is, Nk is the copy of Mk^± in Mk.

Proposition 3.1. Each Mk is chainable.

Proof. M0 is chainable. If Mk has been shown to be chainable, Mk+ x is chainable

by Lemma 2.7. We are done by induction.

Proposition 3.2. Ifk<l, there is no continuous onto mapping f: Mk —> M¡.

Proof. Mk has fewer path components than M, in this case.
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Lemma 3.3. No pseudosuspension S can be mapped onto M0.

Proof. Suppose S=i(A) U X. Let B( + ) U ß(-) = F If/: 5-> M„ is onto then

f(i(A)) is dense in M0 and has at most two path components. The only possibility,

then, is that f(i (A)) = B. Since B has two path components, separate path compo-

nents of i(A) must be mapped onto separate path components of B; we may by

symmetry assume that f(i(A( + ))) = B( + ) and f(i(A(-))) = B(-). Then let

pe/_1(C_i). peX since it cannot be in i(A). C-x u B( — ) is open in M0, and

contains/(p), so that/_1(C_! u 5(-)) is open in S and contains p. Since pe X,

f-'iC.y u £(-)) n fL4(-r))* 0, or (C_, u £(-)) n/(/(y4( + )))/ 0, a contra-

diction since f(i(A( + ))) = B( + ), which does not meet C_i u F(-).

Corollary 3.4. F/zere is no continuous map from Mk onto M0 unless k = 0.

Proof. For k^O, Mk is a pseudosuspension.

Proposition 3.5. If k>l there is no continuous onto mappingf: Mk -> Mt.

Proof. We argue by induction on /. For /=0, this is the preceding corollary.

Assume we have shown that there is no onto mapping /: Mk -> Mn for k > n.

Suppose k >« + 1 and/: Mk -> Mn+1 is onto and continuous. Then, by Lemma 2.8,

f\Nk maps 7Vk onto Nn+1. Let h: Nk^ Afjc-i and g: A^+i -^ Afn be homeomor-

phisms. Then gfh'1: Mk_y -> Mn is a continuous surjection. Since k— 1 >«, this

contradicts the induction hypothesis and completes the proof.

Combining Propositions 3.2 and 3.5, we have

Theorem 3.6. Ifk^l, Mk cannot be mapped onto M¡.

4. The uncountable collection. Let Z+ denote the positive integers. The

uncountability of the collection to be constructed depends on the following result.

The symbol s/ will henceforth denote the set described here.

Lemma 4.1. There is a collection ¿/, with cardinal number c, of infinite subsets of

Z+, with the property that no member of sé is a subset of any other member of ¿é.

Proof. Let Q denote the rationals and let rz: Z + -> Q be 1-1 and onto. For each

real number f, let Jt = r¡~\t, t+l). By density of the rationals, distinct values of f

yield distinct sets Jt. It is clear that no Jt is contained in any other. Lets/ = {Jt}teEi.

Construction of the Example 4.2. (The reader is referred to the Appendix for

a more intuitive description.) For each J e se (s/ as above), construct the continuum

W(J) as follows: First, let J={a¡}ÍLv The indexing could be arbitrarily chosen,

but for simplicity we choose the unique indexing for which ai+l>ai for every i;

that is, <ßi>i" i is a strictly increasing sequence of integers whose range is J.

Now, for each / e Z +, let p, : A —»■ M¡ be a homeomorphism of A onto the dense

copy of A in M¡. Then, let X(J) denote the free disjoint union of {M,}jeJ. Let

X(J) = X(J) u {cDj} denote the one point compactification of X(J). W(J) is then
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the continuum obtained from X(J) by identifying pa,( + x) with pa¡ + 1( —i) for each

positive integer i. That is, we identify the upper vertex of each Ma¡ with the lower

vertex of the next one.

We need to introduce inclusion maps <piJ,j): M; —s- WiJ) for bookkeeping

purposes. This inclusion map is defined for each pair (J,j) where J ese and / e J,

since these are the only cases for which a copy of M¡ (with nonempty interior) is

contained in W(J).

Proposition 4.3. Each W(J) is chainable.

Proof. Let d be a metric on W(J) and let £ > 0 be given. Then there is an « such

that

dia(w(J)-p^(J,ai)(Ma^ <£.

Let UQ= W(J)-\Jf=1 <p(J, fl¡)(A/a¡). Then the complement of UQ is a finite union

of copies of M/s with the upper vertex of each (except the last) joined to the lower

vertex of the next. Since each M,- is chainable, it is straightforward to verify

directly that W(J) — U0 is chainable from the upper vertex of <p(J, an)(Man) to the

lower vertex of y(J, ay)(Mai); that is, from <p(J, a„)(pan©) to <p(J, ajip.^-^)).

Hence, there exists, by Lemma 2.6, an£-chain{i/j'}["=1 of open subsets of W(J) cover-

ing \Jhi 9iJ,adiMai). Define Uy = U[, and for i>\, Ut= [//-Cl (U0). Then

{Uiif=0 is an £-chain covering W(J), and the proof is complete.

The next result will complete the argument.

Theorem 4.4. IfJ={a/}/°=1 and K={b/}f=y are members of sé, and there exists a

continuous surjection f: W(J) -> W(K), then W(J)= W(K).

Proof. We need only show that J=K, and by the properties of sé given in

Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show that K^J. We first establish a lemma.

Lemma 4.5. f(ojj) = wK.

Proof of lemma. First suppose pe W(J), p^ojj, and that f(p) = wK. Let q be

any point in W(J) — {ojj}. Then, for some integer «, both p and q lie in Ln, where

Ln= (j9ÍJ,adiMa);
i = l

Ln, then, is a continuum with only finitely many path components, since each Ma¡

has only finitely many. Hence, f(Ln) is also a continuum with only finitely many

path components, and containing wK since f(p) = wK. Since every nondegenerate

subcontinuum of W(K) containing wK has infinitely many path components (it

contains, for example, <p(K, bi)(N„.) for infinitely many values of i; and each of

these continua is a union of path components of W(K)), it follows that f(Ln)

= {œK}. Thus, in particular f(q) = mK, and since q was arbitrary, /( W(J) — {tu,})
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= {ojk}. By continuity, f(ojj) = ojK, also, and/is not onto, a contradiction. Hence,

for p^ojj,f(p) cannot equal o>K. Since/is onto, it must map some point to wK, and

the only remaining possibility is that f(o>¡) = a>K.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.4, we introduce the following notation:

[\, oo] denotes the one point compactification of the half-open interval [\, oo), with

oo as point of compactification.

Define II,: W(J) -> [\, oo] by

Uj((Oj) = co,

Ylj(<p(J,at)(p.a¡(t))) = t + i,

Uj(x) = i   if x e <p(J, ad(Nai).

Then Tlj is continuous, monotone and onto, and flj1^) is a single point unless t

is an integer, in which case Uy1(t) = (p(J, at)(Na¡). Define IIA-: W(K) -*■ [£, oo] in

precisely the same fashion, merely replacing Jhy Kand a¡ by ¿>¡ wherever they occur

in the definition of 11^.

Now, consider the point n^'ii) in W(K). /"'(li/rHi)) is a nonempty closed

subset of W(J) missing co,. Let s be any point in U,(f~ 1(YIk1(:j))). Then s/oo, and

since f\j is montone, /(I!/1^, oo]) is a subcontinuum of W(K) containing both

n¿ x(\) and toA.. Since W(K) is irreducible between these two points,

f(lïr1[s,œ])= W(K).

Now, let b¡ e K be arbitrary. Consider x e [s, oo], given by x = glb V, where

V = {t> s-.AYlj-^s, t]) n tljrHß, oo] # 0}.

Then x is finite, since, for example, there is a /, oo> t>s, for which some point of

Il71(/)is mapped by/into the set <p(K, bi+1)(Nbl + 1) = Tl¿1(i+l).

We then wish to show tha.tf(Ilr1(x)) = n¿1(i). First,

(i) /(n,-1[í1x])nn¿1(i>«)]= 0,

for suppose y e/(n;"lrj, x]) n n^1^', oo]. Then since UK(y)>i and YllcfYlf1[s, x]

is a closed connected set containing both UK(y) and \, UKfYlj'1[s, x] contains the

open interval (i, UK(y)). Then,

is nonempty and is open in II/1^, x]. Hence, since IÏ7lLv) nas empty interior,

there is an r <x such that

n/i(o n n,-*fc x] r\f-Htt¡\i, uK(y))) * 0

or simply

f\j\r)^f-^Hi\i,\lK(y)))^ 0-
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Then,

WrWnf-in^iixiy)))^ 0

and

fErHr) n Tl;\i, Tl^y)) # 0,

and since {/}E[í, r] and (/, nK(jz))c(/, 00],

fiXijn^rDnUi^i, 00] # 0,

so that r e V. This is a contradiction since r <x. Thus (i) is established, or/rl71(x)

We show next that /(n/1^))^^1^ °°]. Suppose je/H/H*) ^ n^ß. ')•

Let jocll/1^) he a point such that /(>'o)=>'. Then y0 ̂ f'^x^lj, 0, and

/"HIIxHi. 0) is open in W(F), so that

OO /^n^Mi.Onn.-^^+i)^ 0,

since Ylf1ix)^Cl (Ilf^x, x+1)). Now, x is an integer, for if not there is an e>0

such that [x — e,x + e] contains no integer. Then H/^x — £, x + £] is topologically

an arc, and fTlj'1[x—e,x + e] is a path-connected continuum containing two

points ji and y2 with nK(j1)^f and n/(jz2) >/. Since any such continuum meets

both <piK, b¡)iNbl) and <piK, b¡)(pbi(A(+))), it has more than one path component,

a contradiction.

Since x is an integer, ILf^x, x+1) is a path connected set, as is/Il/^x, x+1).

Since by definition of x and V,ffly1ix, x+1) meets n¿:1(/, 00], and n¿1(/, 00] is a

union of path components of W(K), it follows that fUf^x,x+l)^!!^1^, co].

This contradicts (ii). Hence/H/1^)^11*1^, 00], and combining this with (i), we

havefUr\x)^U^(i).

We need next to show that Tl^^^fUy^x). For each positive S,fUj'1[x, x+S]

is a continuum containing n¿1(z'+£) for some £>0, and also meeting n^^z). We

may assume £<1; then íl¡%(i, i+e) is topologically an open interval, and

n¿ 1(i, f+^s/nj-^x, x+S]. Since/Ilf^x, x+S] is closed,

ci n¿\i, i+e)^fiir1[x,x+o]

or

n^[i,i+e]^fîir1[x,x+B].

In particular, then, n¿1(i)^fUj'1[x, x + 8]. Since this holds for all S>0,

n»KO s n /nj-^+s] -/n/K*)-
<i>0

Thus,/ny"1(x) = n¿ ^z) or since x and i are integers

/(<p(F a,)(^.J) = y(F, ¿zOW,).

But the 93's are embeddings, and Nax can be mapped onto Nbi if and only if bt = ax
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(because N,ishomeomorphictoM,.!). Since ax eJ,b¡ e J also, and since b¡ e A" was

arbitrary, K^J and the proof is done.

Corollary 4.6. There exists an uncountable collection {F(J) : J e s/} of planar

circularly chainable continua, no member of which can be mapped onto any other.

Proof. For each Jes/, let E(J) be a pseudosuspension of W(J). E(J) is chain-

able by Lemma 2.7, and planar by Theorem 4 of [4]. F(J) is obtained from E(J)

by identifying the two vertices to a single point. F(J) is then clearly circularly

chainable and planar. If/: F(J) —> F(K) is continuous and onto, an argument

almost identical to the proof of Lemma 2.8 yields f(W(J)) = IV(K), which implies

W(J)=W(K) by Theorem 4.4, and in turn F(J) = F(K).

5. Appendix. A geometric description of the W(J)'s. This description is perhaps

more intuitive but is less suited for our arguments. Let Dn^E2 denote the closed

circular disc of radius i(l/n— l/(/z+l)) and center (■L(l/«+ l/(n+l)), 0). Then

<7Jn>™=1 is a sequence of discs, each tangent to the ones to either side, adjacent to

it, converging to the origin. For each aneJ, let hn: Man^ Dn be an embedding

such that hn takes the lower vertex of Mari to (IIn, 0) and the upper one to

(l/(«+l), 0). Such a map exists by Theorem 4 of [4]. Then set W(J) = {(0, 0)}
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